
Самостоятельная  работа № 1(чтение текста с основным пониманием содержания) 

 

Вариант 1.  

 
I. Прочитайте и переведите текст: 

TRAVELER’S  CHEQUES 

When travelling abroad it is always wise to carry your money in traveller's cheques because 

cheques are protected against loss or theft. If your cheques are lost or stolen the issuing  authority will 

refund your money. 

Not only are they safe, they are also convenient. They are available in different denominations 

and different currencies and they can be cashed at most banks throughout the world. Most shops, hoteis 

and restaurants also accept them. 

To obtain traveller's cheques you usually go to your bank. They can be paid for in cash or debited 

to your account. Large amounts, however, must be ordered in advance. 

For the safety and convenience of traveller's cheques you are charged two commissions. An 

insurance commission (usually 1%) when you buy them and an encashment commission (this varies) 

when you cash them. They are veiy easy to use. When you collect them you sign each cheque once. The 

cashier may enter the amount in your passport. When you cash them you sign each cheque again. The 

cashier will usually ask to see your passport again too. 

It is advisable to make a note of the serial numbev and denomination of your cheques in case they are 

lost or stolen. Keep this separate from the cheques. 

 

II. Найдите в тексте эквиваленты следующих слов и выражений: 

 

1) мудрый 

2) защищѐнный 

3) потеря 

4) кража 

5) удобный 

6) доступный 

7) принимать 

8) сумма денег 

9) заранее 

10) желательно 

11) кассир 

12) отдельно 

 

III. Дайте ответы по содержанию текста: 

 

1. What are the advantages of traveler’s cheques? 

2. What do you do if you want to cash them? 

3. How many commissions do you pay? 

4. Why is it advisable to make note or serial numbers and denominations of your cheques? 



Самостоятельная  работа № 1(чтение текста с основным пониманием 

содержания) 
 

 

Вариант 2.  

 
I. Прочитайте и переведите текст: 

 

FORMS OF MONEY 

A great variety of commodities (wheat, salt, gold, silver) has served at one time or another as a 

medium of exchange in economies based on the division of labour. This form of money is generally 

referred to as commodity money. At the same time other forms of money developed. They are referred to 

as credit money or money without material value because their value as a means of payment is greater 

than their intrinsic value. For instance, the paper on which a £ 100 banknote is printed is worth much 

less than the banknote's face value. This is also true of most of the coins used nowadays. In addition to 

the notes and coins in circulation, 'cashless' means of payment were introduced. 

These include checks, transfer orders and credit cards, which have become more and more 

popular in recent years. The progress made in computer technology has led to new forms of cashless 

payments. These forms of money which were mentioned above can be subsumed under the terms 'cash 

or notes and coin' and 'deposit or giro money'. 

 

II. Найдите в тексте эквиваленты следующих слов и выражений: 

 

1) товары 

2) средство обмена 

3) труд 

4) значение 

5) платежное средство 

6) внутренняя стоимость 

7) монеты 

8) обращение 

9) безналичный 

10) последний 

11) упоминать 

12) включены, отнесены к какой-либо категории 

 

 

III. Дайте ответы по содержанию текста: 

 

1. What commodities have historically served as a medium exchange? 

2. What is credit money? 

3. What is commodity money? 

4. What do “cashless” means of payment include? 

 

 



Самостоятельная  работа № 2(чтение текста с основным пониманием содержания) 
 

Вариант 1.                                   Text: New York HOTELS 

 

I. Прочитайте и переведите текст. 

In New York there are a lot of good hotels. Still, if you do not want to get disappointed, it is 

advisable to book accommodation beforehand by telephone or cable, particularly if you are visiting the 

city in summer. In that case you won't have to leave the hotel because there is no room, which is always 

an unpleasant experience, especially if you arrive late at night. 

New York hotels are just the same as hotels in all large cities. Rooms in most of them are with 

all modern conveniences: air conditioning, a private bath-room, a telephone, a TV set, a video player and 

others. The service is usually quite satisfactory. You can take a single room, a double room or a suite, 

charges varying accordingly. 

If you cannot stand the noise of the street, do not take an outside room, ask for an inside one. 

Supposing you booked accommodation in a New York hotel. Your taxi drives up to the entrance 

of the hotel; you pay the driver and get out of the cab. The porter helps you with the luggage and you 

enter the lobby of the hotel. You go to the reception desk and speak to the receptionist, that is the clerk 

who is in charge of rooms and who registers newcomers. You say that you booked accommodation by 

telephone three days ago and give him your name. The clerk consults the register, makes sure that you 

did telephone and enters your name , nationality and permanent address in the register. Then you will be 

asked to sign your name. Or you may have to fill in a form. If your handwriting is not good you should 

print. And do not forget to put your signature at the bottom of the form. 

When you are through with the formalities, you will get the key to your room and a pageboy 

(called "bellboy" in America) will help you with your luggage and take you up to your room in a lift. 

At the hotel you can get various services. If you want to have your suit pressed or dry cleaned, 

your shirt ironed, or your laundry done, you should ring for the maid and she will see to it that 

everything is done. You can also have your meals served in your room (it is room service that sees to it). 

In the lobby there are a lot of offices: a booking-office, post and telegraph offices, an 

information desk. Besides, there are a newsstand, a book-stall, a kiosk selling picture post cards and 

souvenirs. Cosmetics and liquor are sold too, but with a sales tax, not tax-free, which is the case when 

you buy them at the Airport. 

At the information desk you can enquire about the departures and arrivals of trains and flights, 

about telephone numbers and addresses of offices and private individuals and about a lot of other things. 

In the booking-office they can book for you seats at the theatre or on the plane, or hotel 

accommodation in another city. 

In the same building there are also restaurants, bars, cafeterias, beauty parlours, gyms and 

swimming-pools. There is also a laboratory where guests can have a film developed without going out. 

Bills are usually paid at weekly intervals, as it is more convenient for the management. The 

guests intending to leave the hotel should notify the management before noon on the day of their 

departure, but it is advisable to do so earlier, in fact the earlier the better. When you are ready to check 

out, you tell the desk clerk to get your bill ready. 

When leaving the hotel, it is customary to tip the attendants. The safe rule to follow is from ten to 

fifteen per cent of the bill. The tip is always given with a word of thanks. 

Do not take along the key, which is often the case with absentminded guests, but leave it at the 

desk. 

If you are traveling by car, you can get accommodation in a highway motel. Staying at a motel 

has a lot of advantages. You do not have to fight the city traffic to obtain a comfortable bed for the night, 

you just drive up to the door of your room. You also avoid the garage fee, tips and other charges of a 

hotel stay, which is a great advantage for low-income travelers. 

Motels are well constructed and comfortably furnished. Most of them have air conditioners, TV 

and room service. There are such additional attractions as children's playgrounds, open-air picnic 



facilities and tennis courts, to say nothing of swimming-pools. Besides, as a rule, not far from motels 

there is a petrol station or service station. 

 

 

II. Найдите в тексте эквиваленты следующих слов и выражений: 

 

1) в этом случае 

2) современные удобства 

3) плата меняется соответственно 

4) удостовериться 

5) занести в журнал 

6) покончить с формальностями 

7) получить ключи от номера 

8) вестибюль 

9) билетная касса 

10) не выходя из здания 

11) известить служащих гостиницы 

12) до 12 часов 

13) принято давать чаевые 

14) рассеянные постояльцы 

15) площадки для пикника 

 

 

III. Дайте ответы по содержанию текста: 

 

1. Why is it advisable to book accommodation beforehand particularly if you are visiting the city in 

summer? 

2. Who helps you with the luggage? 

3. What does the receptionist ask you about? 

4.  What services can you get at the hotel? 

5. What offices are there in the lobby of a big hotel? 

6. At what intervals are bills paid usually? 

7. Is it customary to tip the attendants? How much? 

8. Why do low-income travelers prefer motels? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Вариант 2.                                         Text: New York HOTELS 

                                       

 

I. Прочитайте и переведите текст. 

In New York there are a lot of good hotels. Still, if you do not want to get disappointed, it is 

advisable to book accommodation beforehand by telephone or cable, particularly if you are visiting the 

city in summer. In that case you won't have to leave the hotel because there is no room, which is always 

an unpleasant experience, especially if you arrive late at night. 

New York hotels are just the same as hotels in all large cities. Rooms in most of them are with 

all modern conveniences: air conditioning, a private bath-room, a telephone, a TV set, a video player and 

others. The service is usually quite satisfactory. You can take a single room, a double room or a suite, 

charges varying accordingly. 

If you cannot stand the noise of the street, do not take an outside room, ask for an inside one. 

Supposing you booked accommodation in a New York hotel. Your taxi drives up to the entrance 

of the hotel; you pay the driver and get out of the cab. The porter helps you with the luggage and you 

enter the lobby of the hotel. You go to the reception desk and speak to the receptionist, that is the clerk 

who is in charge of rooms and who registers newcomers. You say that you booked accommodation by 

telephone three days ago and give him your name. The clerk consults the register, makes sure that you 

did telephone and enters your name , nationality and permanent address in the register. Then you will be 

asked to sign your name. Or you may have to fill in a form. If your handwriting is not good you should 

print. And do not forget to put your signature at the bottom of the form. 

When you are through with the formalities, you will get the key to your room and a pageboy 

(called "bellboy" in America) will help you with your luggage and take you up to your room in a lift. 

At the hotel you can get various services. If you want to have your suit pressed or dry cleaned, 

your shirt ironed, or your laundry done, you should ring for the maid and she will see to it that 

everything is done. You can also have your meals served in your room (it is room service that sees to it). 

In the lobby there are a lot of offices: a booking-office, post and telegraph offices, an 

information desk. Besides, there are a newsstand, a book-stall, a kiosk selling picture post cards and 

souvenirs. Cosmetics and liquor are sold too, but with a sales tax, not tax-free, which is the case when 

you buy them at the Airport. 

At the information desk you can enquire about the departures and arrivals of trains and flights, 

about telephone numbers and addresses of offices and private individuals and about a lot of other things. 

In the booking-office they can book for you seats at the theatre or on the plane, or hotel 

accommodation in another city. 

In the same building there are also restaurants, bars, cafeterias, beauty parlours, gyms and 

swimming-pools. There is also a laboratory where guests can have a film developed without going out. 

Bills are usually paid at weekly intervals, as it is more convenient for the management. The 

guests intending to leave the hotel should notify the management before noon on the day of their 

departure, but it is advisable to do so earlier, in fact the earlier the better. When you are ready to check 

out, you tell the desk clerk to get your bill ready. 

When leaving the hotel, it is customary to tip the attendants. The safe rule to follow is from ten to 

fifteen per cent of the bill. The tip is always given with a word of thanks. 

Do not take along the key, which is often the case with absentminded guests, but leave it at the 

desk. 

If you are traveling by car, you can get accommodation in a highway motel. Staying at a motel 

has a lot of advantages. You do not have to fight the city traffic to obtain a comfortable bed for the night, 

you just drive up to the door of your room. You also avoid the garage fee, tips and other charges of a 

hotel stay, which is a great advantage for low-income travelers. 

Motels are well constructed and comfortably furnished. Most of them have air conditioners, TV 

and room service. There are such additional attractions as children's playgrounds, open-air picnic 

facilities and tennis courts, to say nothing of swimming-pools. Besides, as a rule, not far from motels 

there is a petrol station or service station. 



 

 

II. Найдите в тексте эквиваленты следующих слов и выражений: 

 

1) желательно заказать номер заранее 

2) заказать номер по телефону 

3) обслуживание вполне приличное 

4) расписаться 

5) заполнить бланк 

6) помочь с багажом 

7) навести справки о… 

8) удобно для персонала 

9) желательно сделать это раньше 

10) небогатые путешественники 

11) иметь много преимуществ 

12) приготовить счѐт 

13) избежать 

14) плавательный бассейн 

15) хорошо оборудованы 

 

III. Дайте ответы по содержанию текста: 

 

1. What modern conveniences do New-York hotels have? 

2. What do you get when you are through with the formalities? 

3. Who helps you with your luggage? 

4. What information can you get at the information desk? 

5. What is there at the same building of a big hotel? 

6. When should you notify the management before leaving? 

7. What advantages do motels have? 

8. What is there near motel usually? 

 

 

 
 

 


